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Coming soon to a bookshelf near you:
(Place your hold today!)

A Top Pick of 2016
Listen, Liberal by Thomas Frank
It's the book Washington Post book critic Carlos Lozada calls the "most prescient" book of 2016.
Why did the Democrats lose the 2016 Presidential election? Frank's book answers this by
documenting the party's move to the right beginning in the mid-1980s through today. Propelled
by the Democratic Leadership Council, of which Bill Clinton was one influential member, the party
abandoned its traditional main focus - income inequality - in favor of a professional class who
solution to sky-high increases in the rate of income inequality was and is "more education". Why did the
Department of Justice during the Obama administration fail to arrest or prosectute even one senior Wall Street
banker for the systemic fraud that precipitated the 2008 financial crisis? Not for lack of evidence, argues Frank,
but for lack of political will - they didn't want to.

No, But I Read the Book
The Zookeeper's Wife by
Diane Ackerman

Staff Pick of the Month
Grounded: A Down to Earth Journey Around the World

Grounded: A Down to Earth Journey Around the World by
The Zookeeper's Wife by Diane
Seth Stevenson is a real account of a man and his girlfriend
Ackerman is an incredible
circumnavigating the earth exclusively by surface travel.
story of a Polish couple who
Whether traveling by ship, train, car, bike, or any other
decide to rescue Jews during
possible vehicle, Seth brings us along through fascinating,
World War II by pretending
entertaining, sometimes terrifying experiences, all in the
that they are the animals in
name of land voyage. “My first impression of Helsinki is
their zoo. Starring Jessica Chastain and Daniel that it looks like a TV commercial for a high-end optician. Everyone here
Bruhl - coming March 2017.
seems to favor complex, rhomboid, asymmetrical eyewear. Also,
everybody’s very tall and sleek-often flaxen-haired, with piercing blue
eyes.” For fans of offbeat armchair travel, wry humor, a simply a great
adventure, it’s worth the ride.
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Spotlight on: Audiobooks
Why listen to an audiobook? Whether that be a traditional CD audiobook, a digital audiobook from Overdrive, or one of
our Playaways, audiobooks are a great way to listen to your favorite books and authors without reading. Do you travel a
lot for work? Do you want something to listen to when you bake? Going on a long car trip? All of these are great reasons
to try one. Here are some tips or thoughts when picking out your audiobook:
Narrator
It really comes down to do you think the narrator is doing a good job and carries the voice of the
story. And this is personal - the voice itself of the narrator could bother you or not bother you. Jim
Dale is well known for doing the Harry Potter books and really brings out the story that J.K.
Rowling wrote. Kirby Heyborne is another favorite narrator of our staff.

Memoirs and Autobiographies
It's especially cool when you listen to a memoir and the author is reading the book themselves.
The comedian memoirs like Tina Fey's Bossypants and Amy Poehler's Yes Please are staff favorites.
But even if it's not a celebrity, its nice to hear the author voice their own story.

Series
It is believed by many on our staff that once you start a series on audiobook it is hard to read it and
vice versa. We all seem to have our own series that we love on audio and it's very similar to
wanting to read that book every year - you want to listen to that book every year. It's a date with
the narrator. Authors Louise Penny, Tana French, and Agatha Christie are staff favorites.

Short Story Collections
I generally suggest short story collections to new audiobook listeners to see if they like the format
of listening versus reading. Short stories can be read by multiple people or the same person
reading the whole collection.

Classics/ELL
I have enjoyed listening to some of the classics that I did not get to read in school like Dickens and
Jane Austen just because I was able to multitask while doing it (long commute = lots of time to
listen). I have also found that some of the classics like Steinbeck and Hemingway are short and
easy enough for English Language Learners to listen to and read alongside the audiobook.

First Lines to Remember
To Capture What We Cannot Keep by Beatrice Colin
February 1886
"The sand on the Champ de Mars was powdered with snow. A huge blue-and-white-striped hot-air
balloon swooned on its ropes in front of the École Militaire, the gondola tethered to a small wooden
platform strung out with grubby yellow bunting. Three figures, two women and a man, hurried from a
hired landau on the avenue de Suffren across the parade ground toward the balloon.
'Attendez,' called out Caitriona Wallace. 'Nous arrivons!'
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